Therefore, lawyers ought to improve their writing: efficiency and fairness demands this. Plain language writing is a good place to start.
I. Omit Needless Words
A. Introduction -We Write for Our Readers 1.1 As legal writers, our first obligation is to our readers. We write for our readers. 1.2 Our readers read our writing for information. Our writing should be interesting enough to hold our readers' attention, yet its primary task is to convey information clearly. 1.3 Our readers are busy. They want us to write clearly. They do not want to waste time being uncertain or confused about what we are telling them. And they want us to write concisely. They do not want to wade through words that do not tell them what they want or need to know. 1.4 Clarity and concision go hand in hand. Writing concisely means eliminating unnecessary words. 1.5 Consider 1/4 versus 12/48. Both express one-quarter. Which is clearer? Which is more concise? 1.6 Writing concisely, however, does not always mean using fewer words. Clarity sometimes requires more explanation, not less. Writing concisely means that each word should have a purpose. And it means choosing the right wordBthe word that does the most work with the greatest economy. 1.7 Professor Wydick tells us, " [a] well constructed sentence is like fine cabinetwork.
The pieces are cut and shaped together with scarcely any glue. When you find too many glue words in a sentence, take it apart and reshape the pieces to fit together tighter." 9 1.8 If you prefer an analogy to a sport instead of to cabinet making, imagine a tug-ofwar contest. In a tug-of-war contest two teams holding opposite ends of a rope try to pull the other team across a line that is midway between them at the contest's start. When each team is pulling hard, the rope is taut; it is stretched tight and has no slack. "Ideally, legal writing is taut." 10 Good legal writing omits unnecessary words. In good legal writing, every word tells.11
B. Spotting Poorly Constructed Sentences: Working Words and Glue Words 1.9 Wydick divides the words in a sentence into two categories: "working words"
and "glue words." "The working words carry the meaning of the sentence." 12 The glue words "hold the working words together to form a proper, grammatical sentence." 13 The writer's goal is to write sentences with more working words than glue words. 1.10 Wydick offers this sentence as an example of what he means:
A trial by jury was requested by the defendant.
Here is the sentence with its four working words italicized:
The sentence's other five words are glue words. This sentence has five glue words and four working words. The number of glue words is disproportionately high. Therefore, the sentence should be rewritten:
The defendant requested a jury trial.
The rewritten sentence has four working words and two glue words. And the sentence has been shortened from nine words to five words. It is now tighter and more forceful.14 1.11 You might have noticed that the original sentence "A trial by jury was requested by the defendant" is written in the passive voice. The actor in the sentence "the defendant" is not the sentence's subject. The subject of the sentence "a trial by jury" is not doing anything. By rewriting the sentence in the active voice "The defendant requested a jury trial" the sentence is shorter and more forceful. Two active voice virtues are shorter and more forceful sentences. More is said about the active voice and its virtues in part III. 1.12 Underling working words and comparing their number to the number of glue words in a sentence takes time. Still, as a method for improving your writing, comparing working words to glue words is useful. Over time, you will get better at eliminating surplus words. 1.13 The basic formula is this: Know what you want to say. Then say it in as few words as possible. 1.14 Typically our first drafts are too wordy because we are trying to write while we are still thinking about what we want to say. For instance, consider this sentence:
It is to be noted that in this case the amended petition upon which the judgment was to be rendered for Smith was to recover a debt owing by the defendant arising from the purchase of the same oil and for the same prices as alleged in the original petition, and judgment was rendered for exactly the same sum as was sought to be recovered in both petitions.
This sentence contains 66 words. This alone makes it hard to understand. What is the sentence trying to say? To answer this question, you might have to ask other questions. For instance, who is the plaintiff? Is it Smith? Yes. Why is Smith suing the defendant? Is the suit to recover the unpaid price for the sale of oil? How many times has Smith asserted her claim? Twice? Was the sum sought in the amended petition the same sum sought in the original petition? Which petition was the basis for the judgment?
Bryan Garner rewrites the sentence to read: "Notably, the debt that Smith recovered under the amended petition was the same debt as she sought in the original petition." 15 Garner's sentence contains 21 words. Is it easier to understand than the original sentence? Why? 1.15 Garner reminds us that brevity should never sacrifice clarity. He gives this example:
A will is ambulatory in character and subject to change or revocation at any time.
What does "ambulatory" mean? Used as a legal term, ambulatory means capable of being changed or revoked. Since a will is ambulatory, is Garner's sentence redundant? Yes, but would this sentence be better: "A will is ambulatory?" If you are writing to a client, can you be certain your client would know what "ambulatory" means in this context? Would this be a better way to rewrite the sentence: "A will may be changed or revoked at any time before the testator dies?" As Garner notes, "This revision uses more words but is more immediately comprehensible to many more readers." 16 In short, be brief but also be clear.
C. Compound Constructions
1.16 Using compound constructions adds unnecessary words. For instance, "for the reason that" can be substituted by "because," thereby replacing four words with one word. Using "if" instead of "in the event" replaces three words with one word. And so on. Watch for compound constructions and avoid using them. What is gained by using "there" (or "it") and a form of "to be"? What is lost? 1.18 You will write better if you often use subject-verb pairs, making the actor the subject. Thus, instead of "There were two reasons given by the court for its decision," write, "The court gave two reasons for its decision."
E. Minimize Your Use of "Of" 1.19 "The goal of concision and succinctness is to get the most thoughts in the shortest space to make every word tell. Write as if you will be paid more if you use fewer words." 17 1.20 Every time you write "of" pause to consider whether you can avoid using it. "Of is a big part of the wordiness problem." 18 Here are ways to eliminate "of":
Use There was committee agreement.
with:
The committee agreed.
2.6 Although you should avoid using nominalizations as a rule, they are useful in some instances. These include: a. When the nominalization is the subject that refers to previous text:
These arguments all depend on a single unproven fact. The plaintiff opposed discovery. (Here, "discovery" refers to the methods for gathering information from the opposing party in litigation under court rules that permit and even compel information exchanges.)
III. Prefer the Active Voice
3.1 In an actively voiced sentence, the subject performs the action. In a passively voiced sentence, the subject is the recipient of the action. If what you want to explain is complex, use short sentences to explain it, short sentences break the information into smaller, easier-to-digest units. 4.2 Express only one idea in each sentence. Express big ideas in several sentences. 4.3 Place the main idea before exceptions and conditions. You can depart from this rule when the exception can be expressed in a few words and seeing it first will help your readers. 4.4 Vary sentence length. You want to be punchy, not choppy, clipped, or angrysounding. But keep your average sentence length under 20 to 25 words. 4.5 As you edit your writing, look for "and" and "but" in the interior of your sentences.
When you see "and" or "but," ask yourself if this would be a good place to end one sentence and begin another. Beginning a sentence with "and" or "but" is more than acceptable, many good writers liberally begin sentences with "and" and "but."
V. Arrange Your Words with Care
A. Avoid Wide Gaps Between the Subject, the Verb, and the Object 5.1 Readers of English-language sentences expect to see the subject, the verb, and the object in that order. They also expect to see these three elements close to the beginning of the sentence. They do not want to encounter wide gaps between any of these elements. 5.2 Especially troublesome for readers are wide gaps between the subject and the verb. Consider this sentence:
The Minister, after considering all documents submitted by the parties and, perhaps, making a personal inspection of the site, may nominate an arbitrator.
Seventeen words separate the subject from the verb in this sentence. 5.3 When the clause separating the subject from the verb is long, converting the clause to a separate sentence probably will be the best remedy.
5.4
If the clause between the subject and the verb is short, moving it to the beginning or the end of the sentence probably will be the best remedy.
B. When Necessary, Make a List -Parallelism 5.5 Lists can be useful. They are a visually appealing way to present items in a series. 5.6 When you make a list, you must follow two rules: a punctuation rule and a grammar rule. 5.7 The punctuation rule requires the list to be separated from the first part of the sentence by a colon. Each item in the list must be separated from the item that follows it with a semi-colon. And the last item in the list must be preceded by an "and" or an "or," whichever is appropriate. Here is an example of a properly punctuated list in a sentence:
Admission to the Bar requires: 1. graduation from an ABA accredited law school; 2. proof of your good moral character and fitness to practice law; and 3. a passing score on the Bar examination.
5.8
The grammar rule known as "parallelism" applies any time you write items in pairs or in a series. Each item must be parallel in substance. If, for instance, the first item of a series is an activity, then every item in the series should be an activity. Each item also must be parallel in grammatical form. If the first item is a noun, for example, than the other item in the pair or the other item in the series must be a noun.
Here are examples of parallel and not parallel structures: Parallel:
Anna likes hiking, swimming, and bicycling. (Three gerunds: "ing")
Not Parallel:
Anna likes hiking, swimming, and to ride a bicycle. (Two gerunds, one infinitive)
Parallel:
Anna likes to hike, to swim, and to ride a bicycle. (Three infinitives) Anna likes to hike, swim, and ride a bicycle. (It is okay to use only one "to" for all the items.)
Anna likes to hike, swim, and to ride a bicycle. (Two infinitives, one verb not an infinitive)

Parallel:
The 
C. Put Modifying Words Close to What They Modify
5.9 Modifying words are adjectives and adverbs that limit or qualify the sense of other words in a sentence. Modifying words affect the meaning of the words near them. Therefore, they should be put close to the words you want them to modify. One-word modifiers always must be placed next to the word or words they modify. 5.10 Avoid misplacing modifiers. Consider this sentence:
I know a man with a wooden leg named Smith. Is "Smith" the wooden leg or the man? 5.11 Avoid "squinting" modifiers. A "squinting" modifier is a word that could modify the words on either side of it. Wydick gives us this example:
A trustee who steals dividends often cannot be punished. 5.13 Avoid "dangling" modifiers. "Dangling" modifiers are words or phrases that modify the wrong phrase or something not in the sentence. Consider these sentences:
To determine whether to grant the motion, four factors must be considered.
Finding no error, the judgment was affirmed.
In the first sentence, only a court can grant a motion: "factors" cannot determine, consider, or do anything else. And the writer of the second sentence failed to say who affirmed the judgment. The sentences should be rewritten to say, respectively:
The court must consider four factors to determine whether to grant the motion. Finding no error, the court affirmed the judgment.
Now consider this sentence:
Having tried hundreds of cases, the client had great confidence in her attorney.
This sentence could mean that the client was an attorney who had tried hundreds of cases. After all, attorneys occasionally are clients. Or it could be an example of a "dangling" modifier, as it would if its intended meaning is that the client's attorney has tried hundreds of cases. The sentences below correctly state the first and second possible ways of reading the original sentence:
The client, who had tried hundreds of cases, had great confidence in her attorney. The client had great confidence in her attorney, who had tried hundreds of cases.
5.14 Avoid "nested" modifiers. "Nested" modifiers are modifying phrases within modifying phrases. Wydick offers this example:
A claim for exemption, which in the case of a dwelling that is used for housing not more than a single family shall not exceed $ 300,000 or the fair market value, whichever is less, may be filed with the Administrator within 90 days after receipt of notice.
Wydick eliminates the nested modifiers by breaking the sentence into two sentences:
A claim for exemption may be filed with the Administrator within 90 days after receipt of notice. The claim for a single family dwelling cannot exceed $ 300,000, or the fair market value, whichever is less.21
VI. Choose Your Words with Care
A. Use Concrete Words 6.1 Sometimes lawyers must be vague. But when you do not need to be vague, do not be vague. Be specific and concrete instead. 6.2 Watch for these words in your writing: phase, process, theme, consideration, manifestation, motivation, basis, situation, facet, character, degree, aspect, and circumstance. Often these words add nothing. Worse, they can slow the reader=s pace and obscure the point. For example, compare:
Overcrowded prisons are an aspect of the prison violence problem.
with:
Prisoners attack each other when they are stressed by the unavoidable, ever-present noise, smell, and tensions in an overcrowded prison.
6.3 Watch for words that express a relative condition or circumstance. To say the day was "cold" is likely to evoke different images among your readers. If the temperature matters, use a more vivid word than cold, "freezing," for example, or the actual temperature.
B. Use Familiar Words 6.4 Our job as legal writers is to communicate effectively. We write for our readers.
Whenever possible, we must use words that our readers will understand. As Wydick puts it: "Given a choice between a familiar word and one that will send your reader groping for the dictionary, use the familiar word." 22 6.5 Garner agrees: "We shouldn't stifle a liberal use of the English vocabulary… But if you use a big word, assure yourself that you have done it because no other term will serve better in contextBnot because you want to teach your readers a new word." 23 6.6 "Even among familiar words, prefer the simple to the stuffy. Don't say termination if end will do as well. Don't use expedite for hurry, elucidate for explain, or utilize for use. Do not conclude that your vocabulary should shrink to preschool size. If an unfamiliar word is fresh and fits your need better than any other, use it, but don't utilize it." 24 C. About "Shall" 6.7 Many who write about legal writing recommend against using "shall" when drafting statutes, rules, contracts, and other formal legal documents. "Shall" is litigated a lot. U. S. courts have interpreted it to mean "absolutely must," or "should," or "may." 25 6.8 Schiess says writers have two options, one of which is to substitute "must" for "shall." Here is the other option:
[U]se shall only to impose an obligation or duty on an actor (a person or entity that can perform duties) in the sentence. When used in this way, shall means "has a duty to." You can substitute that phrase for shall to test whether you have used shall correctly; if you have, the sentence will still make sense. This is a simplistic approach, but it works. For example, read these sentences from a child-support order, and notice which one does not work: C. Avoid Cosmic Detachment 7.5 "Law is not just a bunch of dusty old precepts to be applied with humdrum objectivity… It is alive; blood courses through its veins… As often as not, to apply legal rules you must weigh, judge, and argue about human folkways and human foibles. And to do that well, you must have a heart… [I]n the end, the law must serve justice. Recognizing this fact is not a license to emote all over the page. But often in legal writing, sincerely expressing some feeling will work to your advantage." 33 7.6 "When you find yourself struggling to express a complex legal idea, remember to ask yourself the key question…: "Who is doing what to whom?" Bring those living creatures into your writing; make them move around and do things to each other. Suddenly abstraction will evaporate, and your writing will come alive… Remember, too, that your reader is the most important person in the universe or at least your reader thinks so. Don't be afraid to bring the readers into your sentences, and don't be afraid to call them you." 34 D. Use Strong Nouns and Verbs 7.7 Writing statutes, rules, agreements, corporate documents, and the like calls for a different style of writing than writing arguments in briefs, settlement demands, and other documents where the goal is to persuade. When you are trying to persuade, use strong nouns and verbs. Prefer strong nouns and verbs over trying to prop up weak nouns with adjectives and weak verbs with adverbs. 7.8 As Garner puts it: "Think of the best single word instead of warming up a tepid one with a qualifier. For example: Not this:
She was extremely interested in the book.
But this:
She was enthralled by the book.
Not this:
The customers were quite frightened by the gunman.
But this:
The customers were terrified by the gunman.35 
VII. Conclusion
In conclusion, plain English is about writing engagingly using the simplest, most straightforward way of saying what must be said. Put another way, plain English is interesting yet free of unnecessary adornments, whether they are fancy words that can be replaced by simple ones or unnecessary words that only impede the reader's progress and understanding. Boiled down to its core qualities, writing in plain English means writing clearly, concisely, and engagingly. Writing this way is satisfying to the writer and the reader. It serves the best interests of the legal profession and the fair and equitable judicial systems to which we all aspire.
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